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Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering

Introduction
The most common heart diseases include stenosis (improp-
erly closing and opening of the aortic valve, see Figure (1)).
In severe cases a heart valve replacement (by a mechanical
valve or a tissue valve that are not able to grow and have a
higher risk of thrombo-embolism) is needed. Tissue engi-
neered heart valves as shown in Figure (1) (constructed of
cells of the patient seeded on a scaffold and cultured in a
bioreactor by mechanical conditioning) are a third alterna-
tive. All existing bioreactors have a large number of parts,
either flow or strain applied and testing the heart valve is not
possible. This results in the need for a new disposable biore-
actor.

Figure 1: Human heart (left) and tissue engineered heart valve
(right)

Objective
The goal of this research is to design and realize a disposable
bioreactor, actuated by air pressure or other ways of actua-
tion, for culturing tissue engineered medical products (that
can experience a true physiological heart cycle during cultur-
ing) consisting of as few as possible parts that can be fabri-
cated in our laboratory.

Final design
Design steps and numerical simulations verified by rapid
tooling resulted in a bioreactor design as depicted in Figure
(2) consisting out two identical shells that are fabricated by
a two component (hard and soft polymer) injection moulding
process.

Figure 2: 3D Unigraphics model of the bioreactor (left) and a
schematic representation (right)

Moulding process
Figure (3) shows the first mould position where a hard
(PC) shell part and a soft (TPU) sealing parts are injection
moulded. In the second mould position the other shell part
and membrane and valves are injection moulded and bonded
to the earlier injected parts.

Figure 3: First mould position (left) second mould position (right)

Results
The prototype depicted in Figure (4) is used to examen con-
trol of the membrane actuated with a piston in order to create
the physiological heart pressures and flux.

Figure 4: Prototype bioreactor (left) and pressure control during
mimicking the aortic pressure (right)

Conclusions and Recommendations
A symmetrical, two component, mouldable bioreactor design
is established with all functions for culturing tissue engi-
neered bioprostheses. First attempts for controlling the flux
and pressure were successful. A mould design is established
and the mould is fabricated. The bioreactor should be tested
on all function required; actuation of the membranes with
air-pressure control should be realized; other methods of by-
passing nutrient fluid could by tested and different adaptors
for different bioprostheses could be tested.


